F250 trailer lights not working

Robert answered 3 years ago. Check fuses and the wiring to the connector. Check the actual
connections for corrosion and dirt. Parking light fuse is what will cause no trailer running lights.
It is fuse 99 for the F You have to turn on light, take out of day time running lights on mine to get
trailer running lights. Cvfdmb answered about a year ago. I ran into this issue, replaced fuse 99
30amp, and turned automatic lights off. Trailer lights work fine now. I cannot hook up a trailer
without blowing the fuse for the running lights, lasts about 5 mins before fuse blows. I just
purchased F and the trailer running lights will only work when the truck headlights are on the
"on" position. If I switch to automatic headlights the trailer running lights do no wor My running
lights for both my jet ski trailer and my travel trailer are not working when hooked up behind my
Ford F Super Duty. My turn signals work just not the running light. I have check My running
lights do not work, I checked the 7way connector and there is no power from truck, does
anyone know what fuse or relay may control this? I have a different car. Content submitted by
Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not
be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Trailer
running lights. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford F Super Duty question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. My running lights do not work, I checked the 7way
connector and there is no power from truck, does anyone know what fuse or relay may control
this? If the truck light,s are working,i think it may be a bad pigtail,and or wiring,the same fuse
that run,s the tail ,and brake light,s run the trailer. Ken answered 2 years ago. Gahesson did you
ever get a response to your question, am having the same problem with a f GuruVLJ58
answered 2 years ago. Had a f would blow a fuse every time you connect a trailer unless you
turn the running lights off of auto when you plug it in, Was going out of town tonight with my fand no trailer lights, found a blown fuse 30amp number 99 and no auto parts carry it in stock. I
had the same problem, stop and signal lights work, no running lights on trailer. Pulled fuse
panel on Ford F and checked fuse number 6 that go to trailer stop and signal light and it was
good, still no voltage to brown wire on trailer hookup. Finally found that fuse number 38 was
blown, replaced, now voltage on brown wire, but still no trailer running lights. Checked brown
wire on trailer back to rear of trailer, no voltage. Replaced brown wire, now have running lights.
Hope this helps. Turned out to be multiple problems. GuruLXQV6 answered about a year ago.
JP answered about a year ago. Got same problem. No running lights on Super Duty or Trailer
but brake and turn signals work fine. Chuck answered about a year ago. Checked all fuses,
swapped relays still no power at plug. I had one blown fuse No, 33 replace still no power. I'm
lost. Al answered about a year ago. GuruKB answered about a year ago. I have a F and all lights
work on truck and blinker and brake lights work on the trailer but running lights don't work on
the trailer. I have no power on running light plug on bumper. Any help would be greatly
appreciated. Skrock answered about a year ago. Here is the latest from our Ford technician
which sounds like a crock to us, however, we had the same problem with our trailers. Trailer
lights all in working order, plug into truck, no lights. What if it's pitch black out?? Anyway, that's
the "official" answer. BradKnable answered about a year ago. We have a 19 F with the exact
same thing. Replaced it and the lights worked. I went out last night to drive it, and same
problem again. I have pulled the trailer with other trucks, no issues. Shoot me a email
Guru85YSB answered about a year ago. Did anyone smell burning wires inside the truck.
Manuel answered about a year ago. Same thing on my F running lights are out and I checked
several fuses and found the number 99 in the back of main fuse box blown about the first time
in my life I over 55 years I had a fuse blown for trailer running lights brand new trailers. Like one
guy said if it's not grounding good or you plug in with lights on it will blow. Larry answered
about a year ago. Pulling a trailer and all existing lights in trailer and truck work fine Walt87
answered 7 months ago. Guru33HQW answered 7 months ago. Same problem, brake lights and
turn signals work fine but no running lights. Problem solved! GuruP2T answered 4 months ago.
Same problem on my , F 6. After checking for obvious fuses and relays, I discovered that I was
missing a fuse, yes a missing fuse, at the Power Distribution Box, in the engine compartment.
Horse trailer lit up like a Christmas tree. I purchased this truck new so I'm pretty sure I'm the
only person that's been in the Distribution Box, and that was once or twice, and I don't recall
removing any fuses. The question is: Did they forget to install the fuse at the factory? Note:
Fuse 26 is labeled, "Trailer tow park lamps", in the Ford owner's manual, page There is no
mention of Running Lights but that's the fuse you need to check. Note: In addition to the fuse,
there is a relay, relay 29 being utilized in this lighting circuit. You may have to replace the relay
if the fuse is good. TunaTime answered 4 months ago. Just want to share mine also. I have a
Ford F 6. Plugged in my trailer and only Brake's and Blinkers. Mine was fuse 99 blown. Swapped

out and problem fixed! Guru9ZGL68 answered 2 months ago. My F had same problem no
running lights on trailer. I checked fuse 99 and it was bad. Thanks everyone for the help. Wilson
answered about a month ago. I have a f 6. Symptom: GMC Sierra when attached to foot Cargo
trailer 20 years old , the running lights come on for 1 second then shut off. If you turn the
headlights off and on again, the come on again for 1 second and go off. The dealer could not fix
this. GMC corporate was no help. Trailer lights work perfectly when attached to GMC Yukon.
This has nothing to do with the software upgrade for the trailer app build into the Sierra. Dealer
did that and it made no difference. Even replaced trailer receptacle on truckâ€¦. Solution: The
issue has to do with the total wattage load of the running lights. The trailer app shuts down the
lights if the total wattage is too great. Even my medium size trailer has 18 running lights 36
bulbs around the trailer. Found this out by temporarily disconnecting half of them and the then
plugged it into the truck. I replaced 10 incandescent bulbs with LED bulbs, and the problem is
finally solved! There is no GMC guidance, rating, or warning about this. My running lights for
both my jet ski trailer and my travel trailer are not working when hooked up behind my Ford F
Super Duty. My turn signals work just not the running light. I have check I just purchased F and
the trailer running lights will only work when the truck headlights are on the "on" position. If I
switch to automatic headlights the trailer running lights do no wor I cannot hook up a trailer
without blowing the fuse for the running lights, lasts about 5 mins before fuse blows. I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload
Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F Super Duty question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Ford, F, Factory towing package.
All lights work on truck. Dash reeds trailer connected when trailer is plugged up. Turn signals,
brake and hazard lights do not work on trailer. Have checked I think ALL fuses and relays. What
is next? Tennisshoe sent picture. I have different shaped fusebox and no relay between fusebox
and master cylinder. Mathew answered 4 years ago. After two weeks of searching and trying
everything that was suggested, BJB fuses , 25A, trailer tow relay it works! GuruX6Y8T answered
2 years ago. David answered about a year ago. GuruHJ29P answered about a year ago. Thanks
for the post. I had the same issue on F with trailer lights. Fuse 20amp resolved the issue.
RussellJLedford answered about a year ago. Fuse ! Thank you so much for that. I replaced fuse
, a 30A fuse on my F, and everything works now. Troy answered about a year ago. Me too, fuse !
Had me confused until I found this thread GuruMVDC1 answered 9 months ago. Johnny
answered 4 months ago. I'm not sure if this will help anybody else having a similar issue but I
found this repair site that has a tutorial for diagnosing and repairing flat deck trailer signals.
Have ch I have two trailer harness connection, one in the bed and the other at the bumper. Put a
tester on both, one in the bed works correctly - one at the bumper has no indicators for the right
turning sig It appears to have power to the square connector in front of 7 pin tow plug. Is the
controller the problem or the wiring. All fuses appear to be good. Just recently driver side rear
turn signal stopped working, not the bulb put new in checked fuses looked okay. Possible relaybut wouldn't that effect the front as we'll? How do I access the turn signal flasher relay on a F
super duty truck? I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. No trailer brake or turn signal
on Ford, F, Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford F Super Duty question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Downtime is money, and when your trailer lights are giving
you troubles, your trailer is not road legal. When it is sitting in the garage, you are losing time
and money. Use the following general guidelines on trailer lights troubleshooting that will help
you find and solve the issue and get your trailer back on the road with its lights performing
exactly as expected. A poor ground often becomes the culprit when only some lighting
functions are working and when lights go out when you push the brake pedal. Use the circuit
tester to see if current is going to the light fixture itself. Begin with checking the harness that
goes into the fixture in question and move all the way back to the tow vehicle to find the point
where the circuit breaks. You may need to clean the brass terminals using steel wool or wire
brush to restore a good connection. To find the reason for trailer lights problem, you may need
to check a fuse box on a tow vehicle for blown fuses. If you have a power converter or a
T-connector, disconnect the trailer and use a circuit tester to check whether a signal is going

into and back from the converter or Modulite box on the appropriate wires. If the output is going
into the box without coming out at all or goes on the wrong wires, check the grounding location.
If the output is going in and back on the right wires, the reason may be wrong trailer wiring,
including improper ground wire connection, dirt or rust buildup, pinched or cut harnesses.
Troubleshooting trailer lights can appear to be intricate, but a good visual inspection can take a
great deal of problems off. You have to thoroughly examine all connections, light fixtures, and
bulbs to find the reason for trailer lights not working. To avoid false ground from the tow vehicle
to the trailer, make sure that the trailer hitch and the tow vehicle ball, as well as safety chains or
cables are disconnected. Jack and plug should be the only connection between a truck or SUV
and a trailer. Being SAE certified mechanic, Andrew knows how your vehicle works and how to
make it run even smoother. Built with quality and strength that will match that of your rig, our
truck accessories are custom designed to enhance the appearance and function of your vehicle.
Trailer Lights Troubleshooting Downtime is money, and when your trailer lights are giving you
troubles, your trailer is not road legal. Submit your review. Last Updated: Jan. You may also like
Safety Modifications for Classic Cars. Running Boards: How to Install and Fix? The Most
Reliable Car Manufacturers. Bully Side Steps. Bully Bull Bars. Bully Running Boards. Bully
Tonneau Covers. Bully Wheel Covers. Bully Hitch Steps. Bully Chrome Grilles. Bully Trailer
Hitches. Bully Pedal Pads. Bully Fuel Doors. Check this box to confirm you are human. Log in or
Sign up. Ford Expedition Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are
agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. What causes "Trailer Disconnected" message? Nov
23, at PM 1. I have a Ford Expedition with the integrated electric brake controller system. When I
connect my small travel trailer and start the engine, I get a message on the info panel on the
dashboard "Trailer Connected". This is always good news. However, as soon as I start to pull
the trailer, I get a message "Trailer Disconnected" along with two "dings". When I slow down to
a stop, it reconnects and "dings" once. As, I accelerate from the stop, I get the disconnected
message again. The brakes seem to work fine, even when the status is "Disconnected". I need
to get this figured out and fixed. I've used a tester that has a "trailer simulator" and have no
problems. All lights work on the trailer and as I said, the brakes seem to work fine also at all
times. So, I guess I need to know what it is that the truck is detecting that would make it think
the trailer is "disconnected"? Then, I can try to figure out what is exciting that failure mode from
the trailer assuming it is not some kind of wiring fault or logic fault in the controlling software
on the truck. Can anyone tell me what is happening when I accelerate that would cause the
truck to think the trailer has become disconnected? Any tips on how to troubleshoot this? The
dealer has tested the wiring and say's all seems good. Nov 23, at PM 2. Nov 23, at PM 3. Second
on the ground. You can make a short jumper to connect to the tongue and the hitch to test. The
grease may also cause a loss of ground if overloaded. Some grease is good, gobs of it isn't.
Last edited: Nov 23, Dec 3, at AM 4. I will check ground I bought some wire and alligator clips
this week. This coming weekend I'll rig up a jumper between the truck body and trailer body,
and will let you know if that makes a difference. I guess the challenge will be finding good
connection points. Dec 6, at AM 5. Tried grounding experiment with no success Over the
weekend I spent several hours on an experiment to test the grounding hypothesis. I took about
15' of 16 gauge wire with charging clips attached to each end. I connected one end to what
seemed like it should be a good ground on the chassis of the truck and the other end to the
tongue on the trailer. I did this three times at three different sets of connection points to ensure
I was finding a good electrical path to ground. In all three cases, I still got the "trailer
disconnected" message as I accelerated. So, while a very promising hypothesis, good
grounding between the truck and the trailer does not seem to be what excites the error
message. Thanks for the suggestion. I'll keep working on this. Dec 6, at AM 6. I still will go with
a ground problem. Dec 7, at AM 7. Grounding sounds like such a likely candidate. Is there any
way this could be a problem with the truck wiring, such that the control system in the truck is
not well grounded to the truck chassis? I ask because there is one more piece of data for this
puzzle. Last May, when the truck was pretty new, we were driving on I80 near Laramie, WY and
an error message came up on the info display "Trailer Wiring Fault". We were NOT nor had we
ever, up to that point, towed a trailer! I dismissed the warning and it has never occurred again.
While in Laramie, we were staying at our cabin which has "critters". It is not unusual for a pack
rat or squirrel to get into the engine compartment and chew on wires. I see no visible damage,
nor did the service techs at the dealership. But, this has me wondering if maybe a wire that
grounds the brake control system including whatever sensing is done to detect the trailer
disconnect is intermittent? Dec 22, at AM 8. A quick update on this. I pulled a different trailer
with the truck and did not get the Trailer Disconnected error. This seems to narrow the problem
to the trailer. However, after about 10 hours of work on this, we can't find anything wrong with
the trailer. All wiring is sound. We've tried a variety of grounding schemes and none make a

difference. The brakes themselves are in great shape Dec 22, at AM 9. Either connector, bad
ground or broken wire Last edited: Dec 22, Dec 22, at PM Don't know if this would make a
difference but were the lights LED or Regular lights on the trailer that you have a problem with
and what were they on the trailer that gives you no problem. You must log in or sign up to reply
here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign In Register. Categories I took my sons truck to the boat storage last
night. I thought, hmm, why not see if the trailer lights work with his vehicle. All lights, turn
signals, brake signals etc. Everything working. My truck is a F Do I likely just need a new "cord
that runs from the connection underneath the bed down to the 7 pin trailer plug in? March Use a
volt meter to verify the signals on each wire Inspect the ground any verify good ground to frame
contact with an ohm meter. Check the hitch ball for excessive rust on the truck that has the
issues. The ground can be affected by that. The worst slalom equipment I own is between my
ears. Will do. I've got a voltage meter somewhere. I may be running back to ask questions on
exact usage but I bet with a youtube video of two that I can figure it out. I'll start with the ground
though. It's grounded to the frame tubing so I'll start there. I have a F also. Hooked up the boat
trailer to the hitch, turned the light dial knob clockwise on the instrument panel and no lights
working. After checking fuses, wires, ground wires, still no lights. Finally, went back to the light
switch and pulled the dial on the panel outward and clockwise, and guess what? Lights on. By
turning the light knob clockwise, the automatic sensor will turn the trailer lights on if it is dark
enough outside. Pulling the dial outward will by-pass automatic sensor. Anyway, that's my
story. I am neophyte to new truck digital technology. When I pull my dial "out", it turns on the
fog lights. If I turn it all the way to the right, I'm pretty sure that's the "auto" setting for the
vehicle lights. If you think this will work, I'll surely give it a shot hitumup I hooked a couple of
red led headlamps to the back of the trailer. Got me past the cops and a checkpoint. Batteries
are good for 50 hours. Trailer lights never work. Before you replace all your wiring check all
your fuses under the hood. I had a similar problem with my F Turns out that Ford has separate
fuses for the running lights versus the brake lights, brakes etc. The idea is that if you lose a
fuse the entire trailer won't go dark - only the affected area - the other areas will still work. I
don't know for sure but Ford might be the only manufacturer that does this but I was told others
are moving this way. Ok, I'll start there and investigate. I've got plenty of time before the boat
needs to actually leave storage so it's not something I have to figure out tomorrow. I'll get out
the manual and check the appropriate fuses. Thanks for all the ideas folks. The problem is on
the grill - they circled it for you. LOL, exactly! It's my first one and may be my last! Looks evenly
split between Ford fans and not Last F I had was early 's and it seemed like it was getting
recalled repeatedly for minor electric pieces that had the potential to burst into flames. I pulled
out the manual and made a note of the of fuses that I need to check. Once it warms up tomorrow
I'll open the hood and see what might be blown. I've checked the fuses and they all appear
good. Could these be the culprit? I have no idea how to test. Please assist oldjeeep and MISkier
or whoever else. Are there aftermarkets I could pick up and switch out to see? Thanks
gentlemen. I'm not sure where to go next. I still thought you had a ground problem. If I recall
correctly, your original symptom was that the lights stayed lit all the time with no blinker or
stop. That could be a relay issue, but it would mean that both the right and left relays would be
bad. That seems unlikely. I'll defer to oldjeep. With the headlights off - I assume no lights on
trailer With headlights on - do you get the running lights on trailer? Same test with brake lights
Headlights on and off. I'm going to check later and i'll answer each question above specifically.
What I recall is, when I hook up my truck, all of the lights come on but only for the short time
period when the auxillary lights are on. Once they "time out", I get nothing. All lights are black,
no turn, no brake, no nothing. I don't believe I've tested with headlights on but I will do specified
testing as above and report back later. And, as mentioned, when I hook my sons truck up to it,
everything works as it should. March edited March Should be a 20 amp fuse - remove it and
replace it - or remove it and test it for continuity if you have a meter don't just look at it. I traded
it out with the one immediately next to it and voila, it worked! Autozone has them and I'll be
picking up a few tomorrow to keep in the truck jus
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t in case. I never did answer the questions above. Lights off, absolutely nothing. Headlights on,
only running lights. Once fuse replaced all was good. Thanks again. RichardDoane Posts: 4,
Mega Baller. April It's the same ground whether the key is on or off. The power supply circuit is

what changes. Jason52 Posts: 11 Baller. So what is my next step? Im at a loss! Lol
RichardDoane. Shell Posts: Crazy Baller. I also have a F, never had an issue, interesting:-? I
have a F Superduty that when I hook up to my camper, the lights to the camper only works
when running lights are on with key off. When I turn the key pass the auxiliary I have no lights
on camper at all. I have checked fuses replaced two of them with the same result. Could I have a
bad ground? Please help I'm at a loss now! Wow, talk about reviving an OLD thread! The trailer
and boat have been gone for a LONG time! Shell , the issue was fuse Once I replaced it, no
issues at all! Sign In or Register to comment. Powered by Vanilla.

